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T15 – Model driven requirements engineering
Model-Driven Development (MDD) relies on the use of models for describing
software systems. In MDD, models are first-class citizens, and a software system is
obtained through the definition of different models at different abstraction layers.
Models of a certain abstraction layer are derived from models of the upper
abstraction layer by means of automatic model transformations. MDD technology
is attracting a wide number of people from industry and academy, because its
ability to automate repetitive tasks of the software development process results in
increased productivity. Furthermore, more reliable software can be produced once
model transformations have been correctly developed and implemented.
In the first part of this tutorial, we give an overview of key modeling techniques
useful for Requirements Engineering (RE) activities. The second part then shows
how to incorporate model-driven techniques at the RE level and identifies their
strengths and weaknesses. We discuss how RE can benefit from model-driven
techniques to, for example, ensure consistency among different kinds of
requirements models, aid analysis, or automatically construct initial system or
architectural models from requirements.
Graduate and post-graduate students, requirements and software engineers,
academic researchers, software developers, and other industry professionals will
benefit from this tutorial in understanding how MDD techniques can be applied to
different aspects of Requirements Engineering, highlighting its advantages when
solving problems related to the identification, modeling, and transformation of
system requirements.
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